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Using the  
Horse Meta-Converter

Who and what is the 
Horse Meta-Converter for?

What do I need to know?
Position the Horse Meta-Converter as close to 
your horse as possible.  Ideally directly on the 
horse itself.  While riding, the rider wears the 
Horse Meta-Converter on themselves. Through 
quantum entanglement, there is an information 
relay between the rider and horse.

How long does the Chip last?
It has a service life of at least 30 years.

i-like Meta-Converter are:
100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

The Horse Meta-Converter is incorporated into a 
high-quality box and is, in combination with the 
small carrying bag, easy to hold. 

The Horse Meta-Converter is suitable 
for horses and many types of large animals

  on the rider, during the ride
   on the saddle cloth 
   under the saddle
   on the bridle 
   at the neck ring
  in or on the grazing blanket
    in or on the turnout blanket
   all types of horse blankets 
   in the box
   at the feeding station

Horse 
Meta-Converter
Provides valuable vital
frequencies for your horse

The bottom line: the Horse Meta-Converter pro-
vides valuable vital  frequencies for your horse! 
Apply and experience!

Swiss Made

!
VITALISES OPTIMISES

Ask about further Meta-Converters (chips) and 
the energetic bioresonant vital products from 
i-like.

FOR YOUR 

FAVOURITS



This is what owners say, –  
who have tested the converter

Good to know!
With the Horse Meta-Converter specific information is conveyed, 
which is tailored precisely to the animals. Through this information, 
the self-regulation of the horse is activated for an improvement of 
well-being. The Horse Meta-Converter has an operating radius of 
1-2 metres. It comes in a high quality box including a practical bag. 
The effectiveness of the Horse Meta-Converter is further reinforced 
with metal. In addition, the box protects against losing the valuable 
Horse Meta-Chips. Suitable for all horse breeds (from the pony up 
to heavy horses) and also for other large animals such as lamas, 
etc.

Horse Meta-Converter
for horses and large animals
The Horse Meta-Converter 
provides valuable frequen-
cies for your horse. The bio-
resonance information from 
the converter is activated 
via the natural cell radiation 
(own field broadcasting) of 
the horse and the frequency 
will resonate with the animal. 

The own field reflection is 
strengthened by the pyra-
midal formed minerals in 
the Converter. This, which is 
colloquially known as „self 
healing power“ is described 
today as self-regulation in 
line with the most recent 
quantum physics findings.

The Horse Meta-Converter 
contains magnetite crystals. 
This magnetite was program-
med via i-like. Through expo-
sure to targeted frequencies, 
information is applied, which 
is transferred to the animal.  

This frequency provides spe-
cific information which are 
tailored exactly to the horses. 
This information enables the 
self-regulation of your horse 
and helps therefore an im-
proved sense of well-being. 
Negative information is ex-
cluded. The animal quickly 
feels well.

The i-like Horse Meta-Converter  is scientifically monitored 
by the Health Campus at St. Elisabeth University and other 
institutions.

The bottom line:
Position the Horse Meta-Converter as close to your horse 
as possible.  Ideally directly on the horse itself. While riding, 
the rider wears the Horse Meta-Converter on themselves. 
Through quantum entanglement, there is an information 
relay between the rider and horse.

• A rider and a riding teacher for many years, I know my 
animals very well.  Since I have been riding with the 
Horse-Converter, the horses have been behaving very 
differently.  I feel that they are that they are calmer and 
less jumpy.  Even a quite stormy stallion can be ridden by 
students with the Converter.

• With the Horse-Box (from i-like) for the horse, we have 
had only good experiences. In the stable, placing it as 
close to the horse as possible, during exercise and riding, 
directly on or by the horse, its trust is significantly incre-
ased.  I am sure that the horse can feel the energy and 
is quieter as a result. 

• Our horse could hardly move. The vet said that he could 
barely take away his suffering any longer. A friend gave 
us the Meta-Converter and put the Meta-Converter onto 
the horse blanket. After a day, our horse completely 
changed. The Chip has now been there for two weeks 
and we are of the opinion that the pain has completely 
gone, becasue the 14 year-old animal is moving again 
just like the young animals surrounding it.  Our expe-
rience with the Chip has been spectacular and, for a 
doctor like me, incomprehensible!


